TENEMENT MANAGEMENT

Tenement Management
Whatever the name – mineral leases, permits or titles – tenements are your key land asset
and managing them is a business-critical activity for every resource company. Infoscope
delivers the full life-cycle management of tenements right from applications, through
ongoing reporting and compliance, to surrender.

FINANCIAL FORECASTING AND EXPENDITURE
REPORTING
Infoscope is integrated with your financial and
accounting systems to provide timely insights on
your tenements and their risk around financial
compliance. There will be increased granularity in
statutory financial reporting on tenements and the
complex computation necessary at various stages
such as exploration, operations and maintenance.
Infoscope also integrates with your drilling databases
and provides a seamless interface, triggers actions
and produces reports.
LIFECYCLE TRANSITIONS
Tenement life cycle begins even before its official
grant and could have trailing obligations past
the operating life of a mine, and managing these
complexities can deliver enormous upside to your
operations. Infoscope starts delivering efficiencies
right from the monitoring of interested land,
progression of tenement applications and then the
complete set of ongoing actions to keep on top
of your compliance and reporting with workflows,
tasks and watches.
MONITORING TENEMENT ACTIVITY
Securing tenements is a competitive advantage in
today’s environment with the increased access to
government datasets and statutory compliance

information. Infoscope provides an early mover
advantage by managing and monitoring the
published public data from both geospatial and
transactional databases to provide early notifications
of upcoming availability of land.
TENEMENT OBJECTIONS AND OBLIGATIONS
Managing the competing interests in your
tenements and the management of conditions
imposed by the regulator needs proactive
management. Infoscope provides early intervention
processes that flag potential conflicts showing the
spatial footprint of the related parties allowing the
tenements team to work out the best outcomes.
Infoscope provides a full Conditions and Obligations
monitoring system that integrates with your
corporate risk and compliance registries to mitigate
operational risks.
PART OF THE BIG PICTURE
As a tenement manager, you hold the key land asset
that the business value rests on, and timely and
accurate decision making is based not just on pure
tenement information, but the juxtaposition of the
environmental impacts, geology activities and financial
data. Infoscope is the only solution that can connect
and provide that control.

www.k2fly.com
One Workspace for all - Infoscope is transforming the way resource and infrastructure land owners manage and
govern their land assets. We enable this transformation by delivering spatial first visibility, speed and efficiency in
understanding and decision making and collaboration for the users across the spectrum of Land Management.
Infoscope is a cloud-based SaaS offering suitable for companies of all sizes. You can use our products across various
land functions whether in the field or in the office, to access data from multiple business systems and public data
sources empowering you to work faster and smarter, together.

